Luxury design brand Scarlet Splendour has delighted with the 2022 release of eclectic new
additions to their diverse collections. Alongside these lively additions, Scarlet Splendour is
unveiling two exciting collections that will shake up the already dynamic brand.
For the Ego Collection, Karim Rashid, one of the most prolific designers of his generation, has
lent his unique voice to the Scarlet Splendour brand to conceive a fascinating new collection.
The intrigue of man’s ego that is represented by facial expression, inspired Rashid to reimagine
the human visage into three original pieces that exude sophistication and luxury.
Scarlet Splendour and longstanding creative partner Matteo Cibic also bring us the
immaculate Dolce Far Niente Collection, with new furniture pieces that undoubtedly breathe
life into any interior they inhabit. The sofa and armchair have been upholstered in a range of
exquisite Dedar Milano fabrics.
The Gelato Collection, also conceived by Matteo Cibic, offers a series of vibrant pieces in
pop and pastel colours; the collection is bound to spark joy in any space. Other fresh designs
include new additions to the Gold Reserve, Vanilla Noir and Strings collections; from sofas to
striking ornamental cabinets and vanities, these products exemplify Scarlet Splendour’s and
their designers’ commitment to exceptional craftsmanship and visionary designs.
Founded by siblings Ashish Bajoria and Suman Kanodia, Scarlet Splendour boasts projects
and collections which are both opulent and surreal. Since its conception in 2014, Scarlet
Splendour has become a global name known for their eclectic collection of furniture,
lighting and accessories. Growing up immersed in a rich multi-cultural environment and
being encouraged by their mother to study art and artisanry, Bajoria and Kanodia naturally
sharpened their aesthetic eye through a love for collection beautiful objects, painting and
decorating. Years later, united by a mutual unwavering passion for art and interior design, the
siblings’ passions have flourished into a globally revered brand.
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DESIGNERS AND COLLECTIONS

Nika Zupanc

Matteo Cibic

Slovenian designer, Nika Zupanc, is one
who never shies away from redefining the
status quo of design. As one of the most
closely watched designers at Milan Design
Week, her work makes a statement about
femininity, possibility and independence.
Zupanc’s work carries an emotional charge,
along with a touch of theatre and Film Noir.

Matteo Cibic is an Italian designer and
creative director, who is known for his objects
with hybrid functions and andromorphic
and joyful shapes. He is an advocate for
curiosity, and a fan of paradoxical ideas. In
2017, Cibic was awarded International Young
Talent of the Year at the Elle Décor Interior
Design Award.
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DOLCE FAR NIENTE
BY MATTEO CIBIC
Scarlet Splendour welcomes you into the “Matteoverse”, with Matteo Cibic’s Dolce
Far Niente collection; it is a versatile universe that allows you to explore, interact,
exchange ideas, slay dragons and much more, all in the utterly stylish Dolce Far
Niente armchair and sofa.

DOLCE FAR NIENTE ARMCHAIR

These lounge furniture pieces are upholstered in Dedar Milano’s “This Must Be The
Place” fabric, a harmonious jacquard fabric in blue, black-beige and black-pink,
bringing Matteo Cibic’s sleek designs to life. Combining blissful comfort with the
utmost sophistication, Dolce Far Niente is a playfully lazy collection.

DEDAR FABRIC

For a more classic look, the Dolce Far Niente armchair has also been covered in an
off-white wool bouclé fabric.

BOUCLÉ

DOLCE FAR NIENTE SOFA
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GELATO
THE COUNT BERRY

BY MATTEO CIBIC
The Gelato Collection is exactly what its name connotes, a series of fun and
flavoursome pieces in pop and pastel colours that have been custom created by
Italian designer Matteo Cibic. This new collection of bar cabinets, consoles and
vanities, exhibits Italian design excellence fused with Indian artistry, style and
functionality, the ultimate celebration of lifestyle and luxury.
From the playful geometric motifs of the Kid Peach bedside table to the delectable
Woman in Paris vanity table in lime and vanilla, these pieces bring you a sense of
familiarity and joyful adventure through each creation. The visual intrigue of the
deep, bright and light hues of this range of furniture makes the Gelato Collection
one of the most exciting collaborations between Scarlet Splendour and Matteo Cibic
to date.

WOMAN IN PARIS LIME

THE KID PEACH
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CASABLANCA
CASABLANCA BLACK GOLD

BY MATTEO CIBIC
Casablanca is a magnificent vanity table handcrafted with rich brass and resin inlay.
It has three tall arch-shaped mirrors with gold trimmings and fitted with drawers and
shelves for perfect functionality. An exquisite addition to the Vanilla Noir Collection,
Casablanca’s playfully geometric pattern and ivory-coloured inlay exudes a timeless
sophistication.
Joining the iconic Gold Reserve Collection, the black and gold finish of the Casablanca
Black Gold adds a more opulent and dramatic element to the design.

CASABLANCA BLACK GOLD VANITY TABLE
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STRINGS
BY NIKA ZUPANC
Fresh furniture pieces joining the increasingly dynamic Strings Collection, Nika
Zupac’s designs have been revisited with gorgeous fabrics from Dedar Milano. The
elegant and wonderfully curved three-seater sofa has been upholstered in Dedar’s
“This Must Be The Place” in a range of colours, creating a celestial atmosphere with
its incredible richness of detail. The Strings sofa is also available in Dedar’s geometric
design of the “Manifesto Futurista” fabric in green.

STRINGS SOFA

This sofa can be accompanied by the Strings armchair, also available in these eclectic
fabrics, complementing any interior in a vibrant yet sophisticated way.

DEDAR FABRIC

To finish the collection Nika Zupac offers a rendition of the Strings sofa and armchair
in two elegant velvet fabrics including a plush grey alongside a rich plum.
STRINGS ARMCHAIR
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